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Our Accolades

Our Mission At Legacy Scaler®, our mission is to empower and elevate women and marginalized voices, ensuring they
have a platform to share their stories, insights, and expertise on a global stage. We are dedicated to breaking down
barriers in leadership and the speaking industry, promoting social impact, and fostering responsible environments
where every voice is heard and valued.

Our Vision We envision a world where thought leadership is empowering, inclusive, and reflective of the world's myriad
voices and experiences. By 2025, Legacy Scaler® aims to position 10,000 women and underrepresented individuals as
sought-after speakers and leaders, transforming industries and communities with their impactful messages.

About the Founder: Jasmin Haley, MS is a beacon of transformative thought leadership, leveraging over two decades of
experience in public health and academia to guide professionals toward impactful public speaking and leadership
excellence. As a professional speaker herself, Jasmin has navigated the challenges of the speaking industry firsthand,
fueling her passion for supporting others in amplifying their voices. Her dedication to mentorship and empowerment is
the foundation upon which Legacy Scaler® stands.

LEGACY SCALER®: SHAPING THE FUTURE OF THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

NAICS Codes:
Business Recognitions:

At Legacy Scaler®, we are more than a consulting agency; we are catalysts for change, champions of social impact,
and builders of a more inclusive future. Join us on our mission to reshape the landscape of thought leadership, one
empowered voice at a time.

611430: Professional Management and
Development Training

1.

611710: Educational Support Services2.
541820: Public Relations Agencies3.
541613: Marketing Consulting Services4.
54199: Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical
Services

5.

541611: General Consulting Services6.

MBE Certified:  CA06850
WBENC Certified: WBE2400208
US By Black Certified: CERT-20230417-2720
Certified Behavioral Consultant: DISC System
Certified Master Marketer: FG Society
Type of Business: S-Corp
ACES Master Presenter: Trauma-Informed Facilitator
Facilitators: Multiple facilitators with over 50 years of
experience in healthcare, education, professional
speaking, academia, and social impact industries.

Recognized Leader: Nationally awarded for innovative education programs and contributions to healthcare in the
speaking industry.
Industry Excellence: Celebrated for developing groundbreaking workshops and training that have transformed
organizations and individuals alike.
Community Impact: Acknowledged for our commitment to mentoring and elevating underrepresented voices in
public speaking and leadership.

PREVIOUS CLIENTS
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BOOK NOW

REDUCE THE $62.4 MILLION PER YEAR COST OF INADEQUATE
COMMUNICATION [HOLMES REPORT]

Talent Solution Pillars: Elevate Your Impact Today 
Our differentiators lie in our unique approach:

Why Choose Legacy Scaler®? At the heart of business success are people – leaders, speakers, and
change-makers who drive innovation and growth. Legacy Scaler® stands as a full-service thought
leadership consulting agency committed to elevating communication, leadership, and public speaking
skills across various sectors. By prioritizing people and their potential for impact, we ensure that where
talent and vision flourish, success naturally follows.

Our Mission:  We believe in fostering environments where individuals can achieve and innovate, creating
spaces where talent thrives and success is inevitable. Through a suite of training and workshops led by
experienced facilitators with over 20 years of experience, we delve deep into the nuances of effective
communication, transformative leadership, and compelling public speaking.

Discover Excellence with Legacy Scaler® Our commitment to excellence is unwavering, and our passion
for elevating teams and individuals is evident in everything we do. Let us equip you to create a workplace
and a world where talent and legacy lead the way to unparalleled success.

Book a Risk-Free Consultation Whether you’re seeking to refine your organization's leadership, enhance
your team's communication skills, or elevate your personal public speaking prowess, Legacy Scaler® is your
partner in achieving excellence. Let's collaborate to make the world a better place, one powerful voice at 
a time.

Executive Coaching & Presence for Public
Speaking: Enhancing presentation design,
engagement, and delivery skills.
Training & Workshops: Offering immersive
sessions in leadership development,
communication mastery, and public speaking
excellence. Tailored sessions focusing on
dealing with difficult conversations and
fostering resilient, legacy-driven leadership.
DFY Pitching Services: Connecting leaders
and speakers with global stages, we simplify
the process of amplifying voices and stories.
Capacity Building 2-day Conference:
Workshop style event for executives and
professionals to build scalable training offers
for corporate & organizational buyers.

Trauma-Informed Facilitation: Navigating
difficult conversations with empathy and
effectiveness.

1.

Legacy-Driven Leadership: Guiding
professionals to create sustainable, impactful
careers.

2.

Comprehensive Public Speaking Training: From
design to delivery, empowering speakers to
captivate and engage.

3.

Strategic DFY Pitching: Streamlining the
process to land speakers on prestigious global
stages.

4.

Diverse Industry Expertise: Serving sectors from
healthcare to academia, law, wellness, and
beyond.

5.
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